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Abstract In opinion mining of product reviews, an important task is to provide a summary of customers’ opinions

based on different opinion targets. Due to various knowledge backgrounds or linguistic habits, customers use a variety of

terms to describe the same opinion target. These terms are called as context-dependent synonyms. In order to provide a

comprehensive summary, the first step is to classify these opinion target words into groups. In this article, we mainly focus on

clustering context-dependent opinion target words in Chinese product reviews. We utilize three clustering methods based on

distributional similarity and use four different co-occurrence matrices for experiments. According to the experimental results

on a large number of reviews, we find that our proposed heuristic k-means clustering method using opinion target words

co-occurrence matrix achieves the best clustering result with lower time complexity and less memory space. In addition, the

accuracy is more stable when choosing different combinations of centroids. For some kinds of co-occurrence matrices, we

also find that using small-size (low-dimensional) matrices achieves higher average clustering accuracy than using large-size

(high-dimensional) matrices. Our findings provide a time-efficient and space-efficient way to cluster opinion targets with

high accuracy.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of e-commerce in re-

cent years, product reviews have become increasingly

important. They are customer-driven responses to con-

vey personal experiences and subsequent product use.

This constitutes a new and measurable source for busi-

ness intelligence. Recently, the number of product re-

views has grown very quickly. We take China’s largest

C2C (Customer to Customer) e-commerce website —

Taobao.com as an example. It is quite common that

each best-selling product has more than one hundred

thousand reviews. Therefore, it is very time-consuming,

and sometimes even impossible, for customers to read

all the reviews. Meanwhile, it is also very hard for

manufacturers or e-commerce platforms to fully under-

stand customers’ needs. In this situation, opinion min-

ing turns out to be a quite effective method to solve

the problem[1]. In recent years, there has been exten-

sive literature on opinion mining[2-6]. Through min-

ing and summarizing massive amounts of explicit or

implicit information from product reviews, we manage

to provide support for a variety of applications, such

as product comparison, purchase decision, marketing

strategy, and product promotion. How to cluster opi-

nion targets turns out to be a very important step of

opinion mining. Therefore, in this article, we mainly

focus on clustering context-dependent opinion targets

in Chinese product reviews.

Clustering is a common technique for statistical

data analysis, which is to classify similar objects into

different groups, or to partition an object into subsets.
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Clustering can provide unique insights into the beha-

viors of customers and also make the organization of

business more efficient[7]. To begin, let us look at the

following definitions.

Opinion Target. An opinion target is the object be-

ing commented on in an online review by customers.

It may be an entity, such as cell phone or service. It

may also be the components, attributes or functions of

an entity, such as screen (component), price (attribute),

and photographing (function).

Usually, customer reviews on Taobao.com focus on

the following three aspects:

• product : including quality, attributes, function,

etc.;

• seller : including service, attitude, reputation,

etc.;

• logistics : including speed, package, delivery, etc.

We assume that all opinion targets fit into one of

the above three categories. In Taobao reviews, a “cell

phone” is usually called a “Åì” (machine) in Chi-

nese. Meanwhile, the terms “Åf” and “Å” are also

employed by Chinese customers to denote a cell phone.

All three terms have the same meaning — machine in

English. As can be seen, the first Chinese character

of three terms is the same. They can be regarded as

general synonyms.

At the same time, customers also use other terms to

denote cell phone in their corresponding reviews, such

as “treasure” (��), “stuff” (ÀÀ), and “goods” (À).

For example, the literal translation for “=�” (Taobao)

is “hunt for treasure”, and therefore products sold on

Taobao.com are habitually called “treasure” by cus-

tomers. It is quite difficult to cluster these terms be-

cause they are not synonyms at all according to lexical

semantics. These kinds of terms can be regarded as

synonyms only if they are used in a certain scenario.

Therefore, we denote them as context-dependent syno-

nyms.

Existing research has paid little attention to the

context-dependent characteristic of the objects to be

clustered. Due to the complexity of Chinese language,

this issue becomes more prominent. In this article, we

conduct a thorough study and propose an effective so-

lution to the problem.

The organization of this article is as follows. Sec-

tion 2 presents the related work. Section 3 introduces

our proposed method of clustering opinion targets. Sec-

tion 4 presents the detailed experimental results using

real product reviews from Taobao.com. Section 5 con-

cludes this article and outlines future work.

2 Related Work

There have been some researches on text document

clustering. Most researches focus on clustering product

features. These researches can be divided into two main

categories according to similarity measures[8]: the first

kind of methods is based on pre-existing knowledge,

while the second kind of methods relies on the distri-

butional similarity of words in the corpus.

Knowledge-based methods calculate lexical simila-

rity according to existing knowledge and term

taxonomy, such as Thesaurus 1○, WordNet 2○, and

HowNet 3○. Based on user-specific prior knowledge,

Carenini et al.[9] mapped learned features into a user-

defined taxonomy to obtain their corresponding term

similarity.

Wagstaff et al.[10] incorporated domain knowledge

in the form of instance-level constraints into a k-means

clustering algorithm. Their experimental results show

that there are impressive gains in accuracy; however,

the assignment of instances to clusters sometimes is

order-sensitive, thus the algorithm should be able to

backtrack.

Zhai et al.[11] proposed a semi-supervised learning

method with two soft constraints based on sharing of

words and lexical similarity to cluster product features.

A must-link constraint specifies that two data instances

must be in the same cluster, while a cannot-link con-

straint specifies that two data instances cannot be in

the same cluster.

Knowledge-based lexical similarity is widely used in

the NLP (natural language processing) area to measure

the similarity of two phrases[11]. However, there are

several weaknesses of knowledge-based similarity mea-

sure:

1) Many neologisms or colloquial phrases that are

widely used in reviews cannot be found in the know-

ledge base, especially the terms creatively used by

Taobao customers. If we cannot identify a term in the

knowledge base, we are not able to determine its simi-

larity to others.

1○http://www.thesaurus.com/, May 2015.
2○http://wordnet.princeton.edu/, May 2015.
3○http://keenage.com/, May 2015.
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2) Even if the terms can be identified in the know-

ledge base, the meaning of some phrases may have al-

ready changed. As we mentioned in Section 1, “��
(treasure)” does not always mean valuable things. On

Taobao.com, it usually refers to an ordinary product

sold online, such as a cell phone. It is impossible to tell

that “treasure” and “cell phone” are synonyms accord-

ing to WordNet-like knowledge base.

3) Term similarity is context-dependent; therefore

knowledge-based dictionaries such as WordNet or The-

saurus are not able to suit different categories.

The second kind of methods relies on distributional

similarity of words. Distributional similarity is based

on the assumption that the meaning of words is related

to their contexts, namely, words with similar meaning

tend to appear in similar contexts[12]. Therefore, term

similarities can be judged by their context.

In literature, there are many definitions for contexts,

such as correlation between terms and documents[13],

web search results for short texts[14-15], pointwise mu-

tual information[12]. The information about each word

and its corresponding context is stored in a matrix. In

the end, the similarity of two words is calculated by

measuring the similarity between two context vectors

in the matrix[16].

Recent research has also applied topic modeling to

solve the clustering problem. Andrzejewski et al.[17]

proposed an LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) frame-

work, which incorporates domain knowledge in the form

of must-link and cannot-link constraints. Zhai et al.[4]

combined topic modeling method LDA with some pre-

existing knowledge in the form of automatically ex-

tracted constraints to group product features. Experi-

mental results show that the proposed constrained-LDA

outperforms the typical LDA and mLSA (multilevel la-

tent semantic association) by a large margin. Zhao et

al.[18] proposed a topical document clustering method

which exploits linguistic features of the document.

In named entity clustering field, there is also prior

work on similar tasks. Bu et al.[15] proposed a

knowledge-free, training-free and language-independent

multiword expression distance to recognize named en-

tities and terminologies, which measures the distance

from an n-gram to its semantics. Elsner et al.[19] built

a fully unsupervised generative model which makes use

of entity feature, syntactic context, and coreference in-

formation for entity clustering. Andrews et al.[20] pro-

posed a model for cross-document co-reference resolu-

tion by learning similarity from unlabeled data. Green

et al.[21] developed new methods to cluster text men-

tions across documents and languages based on cross-

lingual similarity and context similarity.

Compared with previous research, the contribution

of this article is multi-fold. First, in this article, we not

only focus on product feature clustering that has been

widely studied before, but also pay attention to other

aspects of clustering opinion targets such as seller and

logistics. Second, we employ several clustering methods

using various contexts and conduct a thorough study on

distributional similarity measure. Third, we propose

a simple and practical method for coarse-grained opi-

nion targets clustering which is time-efficient and space-

efficient. The method achieves high accuracy and can

be applied in large-scale applications.

3 Methodology

As discussed in Section 2, knowledge-based cluster-

ing methods are not sufficient to solve the problem of

context-dependent opinion targets clustering. There-

fore, in this article, we make use of distributional simi-

larity of words for clustering. The knowledge that we

use is the co-occurrence of words in a review sentence.

First, we briefly illustrate the settings of our proposed

method.

We let P = {p1, p2, · · · , pnp
} be a group of products

sold online, where np denotes the number of the pro-

ducts. Each product pi(1 6 i 6 np) has a set of reviews

Ri = {r1, r2, · · · , rnr
}, where nr denotes the number of

reviews written by customers for product pi. Before

we illustrate our method, we first present several defi-

nitions.

Opinion Target Word. An opinion target word in

a review rj (1 6 j 6 nr) is a word or compound word

that refers to a specific target that has been commented

on.

For example, “cell phone” is the opinion target word

in the following review sentence: “cell phone great”.

Note that we have translated the Chinese review to

English literally. The translation may not be grammati-

cally correct in English 4○. All the example reviews in

this article follow this principle.

We let B = {b1, b2, · · · , bnb
} be the opinion target

words set, where nb denotes the number of words in B.

4○The correct English translation should be as follows: the cell phone is great. However, there are neither definite articles nor
“be” verbs in Chinese. Therefore, to illustrate how our proposed method works for Chinese reviews, we just translate it literally with
neither definite articles nor “be” verbs.
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Opinion Word. An opinion word is a word that ex-

presses a positive, negative or neutral opinion on an

opinion target bi (1 6 i 6 nb).

For example, “like” is an opinion word which shows

a positive attitude towards the product in the following

review sentence: “I like this cell phone.”

We let O = {o1, o2, · · · , ono
} be the opinion words

set, where no denotes the number of opinion words in

O.

Content Word. A content word is a word that refers

to some object, action, or characteristic.

In contrast to content words, function words are

used to depict the grammatical relationships between

other words in a sentence. In Chinese, content words

include nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, idioms, nu-

merals, quantifiers, and pronouns. Take the following

review as an example: “I think cell phone beautiful and

practical.”

In the above sentence, “I” (pronoun), “think”

(verb), “cell phone” (noun), “beautiful” (adjective),

and “practical” (adjective) are content words while

“and” is a function word.

We let T = {t1, t2, · · · , tnt
} be the content words

set, where nt denotes the number of content words in

T .

Context Word. For a given opinion target word bi

(1 6 i 6 nb), a word that meets the following two

requirements can be regarded as the context word of

bi: 1) the word belongs to one of the ten lexical cate-

gories: nouns, verbs, adjectives, idioms, distinguishing

words, conjunctions, pronoun, adverbs, numerals, and

classifier; 2) the context word is immediately adjacent

to bi. We first filter out the words that do not belong

to the above mentioned ten categories, and then we de-

termine the context word of bi according to adjacency.

The context word can be in front of bi or behind it.

Take the previous mentioned review as an example:

“I think cell phone very good.”

For opinion target word “cell phone”, “think” (verb)

is the context word in front of it while “very” (adverb)

is the context word behind it.

We let X = {x1, x2, · · · , xnx
} be the context words

set, where nx denotes the number of context words in

X .

3.1 Different Kinds of Co-Occurrence Matrices

3.1.1 Definition of Co-Occurrence Matrices

Usually, a product review contains multiple clauses

that are separated by punctuations. Therefore, we con-

sider the words co-occur if they appear in the same

clause. In this article, we consider four kinds of co-

occurrence matrices:

1) Opinion target words co-occurrence matrix : con-

structed by aggregating the co-occurrence frequency of

an opinion target word bi and another opinion tar-

get word bj in one clause, denoted as M
B . M

B

is an nb × nb symmetric matrix and both its rows

and columns represent the opinion target words, where

bi ∈ B, bj ∈ B, 1 6 i 6 nb, 1 6 j 6 nb.

2) Opinion target words and opinion words co-

occurrence matrix : constructed by aggregating the co-

occurrence frequency of an opinion target word bi and

its corresponding modifier — an opinion word oj —

in one clause, denoted as M
O. M

O is an nb × no

matrix. Its rows and columns represent the opinion

target words and the opinion words respectively, where

bi ∈ B, oj ∈ O, 1 6 i 6 nb, 1 6 j 6 no.

3) Opinion target words and content words co-

occurrence matrix : constructed by aggregating the co-

occurrence frequency of an opinion target word bi and

a content word tj in one clause, denoted as MT . M
T

is an nb × nt matrix. Its rows and columns represent

the opinion target words and the content words respec-

tively, where bi ∈ B, tj ∈ T, 1 6 i 6 nb, 1 6 j 6 nt.

4) Opinion target words and context words co-

occurrence matrix : constructed by aggregating the co-

occurrence frequency of an opinion target word bi and

a context word xj in one clause, denoted as MX . MX

is an nb × nx matrix. Its rows and columns represent

the opinion target words and the context words respec-

tively, where bi ∈ B, xj ∈ X, 1 6 i 6 nb, 1 6 j 6 nx.

3.1.2 Example for Co-Occurrence Matrices

Now we offer an example to explain how the four

types of matrices are obtained. Given the following re-

view:

Chinese: “ww`¶4ÚU�Ñé�”,

English: “Father says screen and keypad both very

big”.

After words segmentation and part-of-speech tag-

ging, the review sentence turns out to be: Father/n

says/v screen/n and/c keypad/n both/d very/d big/a.

In the above, /n denotes noun, /v denotes verb, /c

denotes conjunction, /d denotes adverb, and /a denotes

adjective.

Here, we define a rule: if there is a conjunction, such

as “and”, which connects two opinion target words,

then we determine that the corresponding opinion word
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modifies both opinion target words. Therefore, we can

obtain the co-occurrence matrices as follows.

• In M
B, two opinion target words in the review

will be considered: “screen” and “keypad”. The corre-

sponding programming statements are as follows:

mB
(screen, keypad) = mB

(screen, keypad) + 1,

mB
(keypad, screen) = mB

(keypad, screen) + 1.

• In M
O, two opinion target words (screen and

keypad) and one opinion word (big) in the review will

be considered. The corresponding programming state-

ments are as follows:

mO
(screen, big) = mO

(screen, big) + 1,

mO
(keypad, big) = mO

(keypad, big) + 1.

• In M
T , two opinion target words (screen and key-

pad) and five content words (father, say, screen, keypad,

big) will be considered. Therefore, for opinion target

word “screen”, the corresponding programming state-

ments are as follows:

mT
(screen, father) = mT

(screen, father) + 1,

mT
(screen, say) = mT

(screen, say) + 1,

mT
(screen, keypad) = mT

(screen, keypad) + 1,

mT
(screen, both) = mT

(screen, both) + 1,

mT
(screen, very) = mT

(screen, very) + 1,

mT
(screen, big) = mT

(screen, big) + 1.

For opinion target word “keypad”, the corresponding

programming statements are as follows:

mT
(keypad, father) = mT

(keypad, father) + 1,

mT
(keypad, say) = mT

(keypad, say) + 1,

mT
(keypad, screen) = mT

(keypad, screen) + 1,

mT
(keypad, both) = mT

(keypad, both) + 1,

mT
(keypad, very) = mT

(keypad, very) + 1,

mT
(keypad, big) = mT

(keypad, big) + 1.

• In M
X , two opinion target words (screen and

keypad) will be considered. For opinion target word

“screen”, its context words are “say” and “and”. The

corresponding programming statements are as follows:

mX
(screen, say) = mX

(screen, say) + 1,

mX
(screen, and) = mX

(screen, and) + 1.

For opinion target word “keypad”, its context words

are “and” and “both”. Therefore, we have the follow-

ing formulas:

mX
(keypad, and) = mX

(keypad, and) + 1,

mX
(keypad, both) = mX

(keypad, both) + 1.

3.2 Similarity Measure

Clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects in

such a way that objects in the same cluster are more

similar to each other than to those in other clusters.

That is, the clusters have high intra-cluster similarity

and low inter-cluster similarity.

In this article, we exploit distributional similarity

for clustering. Distributional similarity assumes that

words with similar meaning tend to appear in similar

scenarios[11]. If two opinion target words are similar,

then their co-occurrent words in clause tend to be the

same. The more similar the two groups of co-occurrent

words, the more similar the two opinion targets. The

two groups of words correspond to the two vectors in

the co-occurrence matrix.

We make use of Cosine distance formula to measure

the similarity of two vectors, which is the similarity of

two opinion target words by and bz:

Sim(by, bz) =
Vby · Vbz

‖Vby‖‖Vbz‖

=

n
∑

i=1

lyi × lzi

√

n
∑

i=1

(lyi)
2
×

√

n
∑

i=1

(lzi)
2

,

where, Vby and Vbz are co-occurrence vectors of opi-

nion target words by and bz respectively. lyi denotes

the i-th element of vector Vby , while lzi denotes the i-

th element of vector Vbz . There are also several other

distance metrics for clustering, such as Euclidean dis-

tance. A good distance metric can be obtained using

some learning algorithms[22].

3.3 Clustering Algorithms

We utilize three different algorithms for cluster-

ing opinion target words: standard k-means clustering,

heuristic k-means clustering, and hierarchical cluster-

ing. We will illustrate these algorithms one by one.

3.3.1 Standard k-Means Clustering

In fact, standard k-means clustering is the so-called

k-means clustering. We add “standard” in the front
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to distinguish it from heuristic k-means clustering. k-

means clustering aims to partition n observations into

k sets in which each observation belongs to the clus-

ter with the nearest mean. As mentioned in Section 1,

opinion targets can be classified into three main cate-

gories: product, seller, and logistics. Therefore, we set

k = 3 in this article.

The standard k-means clustering algorithm consists

of the following five steps:

Step 1: initialization: set k = 3 and randomly gene-

rate three cluster centroids from B.

Step 2: calculate pairwise similarities between each

remaining opinion target word and respective centroids

using Cosine similarity measure.

Step 3: assign each opinion target word to the clus-

ter that has the highest similarity.

Step 4: calculate the new means to be the centroids

of the opinion target words in the new clusters.

Step 5: steps 2∼4 are repeated until convergence is

reached. The algorithm terminates when the assign-

ments no longer change.

3.3.2 Heuristic k-Means Clustering

Heuristic k-means clustering is almost the same as

the standard k-means clustering except for bringing in

some prior knowledge to guide clustering algorithm to

work out meaningful clusters for humans.

As mentioned before, the opinion target words can

be classified into three main categories. From each cate-

gory, we select one typical word as the initial centroid.

Then we make use of the chosen centroids for clustering.

We expect this algorithm achieves better performance

by integrating human knowledge.

3.3.3 Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm

In this article, we exploit a bottom-up clustering

method — the agglomerative hierarchical clustering.

The hierarchical clustering algorithm includes the

following five steps.

Step 1: calculate the pairwise distances between

opinion target words using Cosine similarity measure

and construct a distance matrix.

Step 2: each opinion target word is regarded as a

cluster of its own. The number of clusters is denoted

as nh.

Step 3: the nearest two clusters are combined into

a higher-level cluster sequentially.

Step 4: calculate the pairwise distance between the

new cluster and the remaining clusters, and then re-

move the just combined cluster and update the distance

matrix.

Step 5: repeat step 3 and step 4 until nh reaches

the predefined value or the pairwise distance is smaller

than the threshold θd.

4 Experimental Study

In this section, we first introduce the experimen-

tal setup. Then we present the following experimental

results: 1) comparisons of different clustering methods

using different co-occurrence matrices; 2) the sensitivity

of selected centroids; 3) the influence of matrix size on

clustering accuracy.

4.1 Experimental Setup

In this article, the corpus we use was crawled from

Taobao.com — China’s largest C2C e-commerce web-

site. There are 106 950 reviews in the corpus S and all

these reviews are from the “cell phone” category.

We first preprocess the data in S:

• Fraud Reviews Deletion. Fraud reviews include

advertisements, reputation manipulation review, false

transaction review, etc.

• Long Sentences Filter. A few customers write

very long reviews without any punctuation, which

will greatly affect the accuracy for constructing co-

occurrence matrix. Therefore, we delete those reviews

when at least one of its clauses contains more than 120

bytes without any punctuation.

• Chinese Word Segmentation and Part-of-Speech

Tagging. We utilize ICTCLAS5.0 5○ (Institute of Com-

puting Technology, Chinese Lexical Analysis System),

which was developed by Chinese Academy of Sciences

for Chinese word segmentation and part-of-speech tag-

ging.

•Word Segmentation Error Correction. Some of the

word segmentation results obtained from ICTCLAS5.0

are wrong; therefore we wrote a program to detect and

correct some universal errors. A few small probability

errors are ignored since they will not have a big impact

on clustering accuracy.

We assume that the opinion targets have already

been correctly extracted from the text using some

algorithms[23-24], and our task is only to classify them

into the right clusters. In this article, we have 85 opi-

nion targets to cluster, that is, nb = 85.

5○http://ictclas.nlpir.org/, Aug. 2015.
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Afterwards, we construct the four co-occurrence ma-

trices M
B, MO, MT , and M

X based on corpus S.

The dimensions of the four matrices are as follows.

•MB: a matrix with 85 rows and 85 columns. Both

the rows and the columns of MB denote the opinion

target words in B; thereforeMB is a symmetric matrix.

• M
O: a matrix with 85 rows and 1 156 columns.

The rows of MO denote the opinion target words in B,

while the columns denote the opinion words in O.

• M
T : a matrix with 85 rows and 1 689 columns.

The rows of MT denote the opinion target words in B,

while the columns denote the content words in T .

• M
X : a matrix with 85 rows and 1 105 columns.

The rows of MX denote the opinion target words in B,

while the columns denote the context words in X .

For matrix M
T , the number of extracted content

words from corpus S is more than 1 689. However, we

do not use all of them because low frequency words

will cause matrix sparsity, which leads to low clustering

accuracy. Therefore, we select words whose word fre-

quencies are greater than 50 to construct matrix M
T .

The reason why we choose 50 as a threshold is that

the word frequency declines sharply under 50. When

constructing matrix M
X , we also filter out those low-

frequency words, the same as constructing matrix M
T .

The threshold of selecting words for MX is 20.

Using the above four matrices, we can calculate

pairwise similarity of opinion target words using Cosine

similarity measure as shown in Subsection 3.2. Then we

run the three algorithms on four different matrices. The

results and comparisons are shown below.

4.2 Experimental Results

We evaluate the clustering methods proposed in this

article and make comparisons among them. For ac-

curacy comparison, three postgraduate students assign

the 85 opinion target words to three categories (pro-

duct, seller, and logistics). We use majority voting

when they disagree with each other. Note that the

three students are quite familiar with online shopping

and they are not members of our research team. We

take their annotations as the gold standard for our eva-

luation.

4.2.1 Results of Standard k-Means Algorithm

In this experiment, we let k = 3. The standard

k-means algorithm randomly selects three words from

85 opinion target words as centroids. Each group of

the chosen words is regarded as a combination; there-

fore there are 98 770 combinations. We enumerate all

the above combinations and run the standard k-means

clustering algorithm based on the four matrices: M
B ,

M
O, MT , and M

X . Table 1 shows the average accu-

racy of all combinations and the accuracy is obtained

by making comparisons with gold standard.

Table 1. Average Accuracy of Standard k-Means Clustering

Matrix Average Accuracy (%)

M
B 85.32

M
O 62.55

M
T 72.53

M
X 67.68

Table 1 shows the average accuracy of standard k-

means clustering method. Matrix M
B achieves the

best result among the four matrices, and the average

accuracy is 85.32%. Using matrices M
T and M

X ,

the average accuracies are 72.53% and 67.68% respec-

tively. Using matrix M
O produces the lowest accuracy

— 62.55%.

4.2.2 Results of Heuristic k-Means Clustering

The clustering accuracies vary greatly when the

three centroids are randomly selected. Therefore, we

propose the heuristic k-means clustering algorithm to

introduce some knowledge by choosing three centroids

manually.

Taking opinion target words co-occurrence matrix

M
B for example, we choose “cell phone”, “service” and

“logistics” as the three centroids for clustering. (They

are emphasized by underlines in the following result.)

The experimental results are as follows:

• cell phone, thing, machine (Åf), goods, battery,

quality, machine (Åì), screen, machine (Å), price,

function, performance price ratio, voice, system, soft-

ware, accessory, appearance, earphone, package, sig-

nal, hand feeling, telephone, response, rear cover, com-

municate by telephone, pixel, screen protector film,

character, make telephone call, standby, performance,

charger, stuff, value, tone quality, keypad, battery

charge, memory card, purity, operation, start up, shell,

photographing, take pictures, ring, font, key, resolution,

keyboard, style, electric plate, data line, sound volume,

radio, cell phone shell, design, GPS (Global Position

System), electric torch, screensaver, antenna, thermal

dissipation;

• service, seller, attitude, boss, shopkeeper, people,

treasure, support staff, shop owner, after-sales, shop
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manager, cooperation, merchant, transaction, reputa-

tion;

• logistics, goods delivery, speed, express, S.F. ex-

press, running, goods shipment, EMS (Express Mail

Service), postal delivery.

From the above results, we can see that the accu-

racy of this word selection combination is 97.65%. Ex-

cept for two words (“treasure” and “running”, shown

in bold) that are wrongly assigned, all the other words

are correctly classified to the right cluster. The “cell

phone” cluster is 100% correct, while the assignments

to “service” and “logistics” clusters are wrong. This

is the highest accuracy that can be obtained by using

M
B for heuristic k-means clustering when selecting one

centroid from each category.

Using matrix M
B, there are also other combina-

tions that achieve the same accuracy (97.65%). The

two wrongly assigned words may not be the same for

different centriods combinations. We also notice that

for different matrices, the optimal combinations of se-

lected centroids may not be the same. In other words,

the selected three centroids which manage to obtain the

highest accuracy for matrix M
B may produce a very

low accuracy using matrix M
T .

The average accuracy of heuristic k-means cluster-

ing by using different matrices is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Average Accuracy of Heuristic k-Means Clustering

Matrix Average Accuracy (%)

M
B 90.81

M
O 64.25

M
T 79.41

M
X 73.70

As can be seen from Table 2, matrix M
B achieves

the highest clustering accuracy (90.81%), followed by

matrix M
T (79.41%). Using matrix M

X , the average

accuracy is 73.70%. Matrix M
O produces the lowest

accuracy (64.25%).

It is surprising that matrix M
B , which has the

smallest column dimension (85), achieves the best re-

sults on average by using the heuristic k-means clus-

tering method. The column sizes of matrix M
O, MT ,

and M
X are 1 156, 1 689, and 1 105 respectively. These

three matrices contain much more information than

M
B. From this result, we can see that the choice of

words to construct co-occurrence matrix plays a very

important role in clustering accuracy.

The highest accuracy of heuristic k-means cluster-

ing (denoted as h-accuracy) by using different matrices

is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Highest Accuracy of Heuristic k-Means Clustering

Matrix Highest Accuracy (%)

M
B 97.65

M
O 81.18

M
T 97.65

M
X 96.47

For heuristic k-means clustering, using matrixes

M
B and M

T achieves the highest accuracy, followed

by using matrix M
X . Matrix M

O produces the worst

result and the gap between the highest accuracy and

the lowest accuracy is large. The main reason is that

the same opinion word is able to modify opinion target

words from different categories. For example, the fol-

lowing two review sentences use the same opinion word

“good” to modify opinion target words from two diffe-

rent categories (product category and seller category):

“The cell phone is good.”

“The shop manager is good.”

The similarity of the modification vectors causes low

accuracy in words clustering.

We also observe that all the opinion target words

from the logistics category can be correctly classified

into the right cluster, no matter which kind of matrix

we use. The words in the logistic category are distinc-

tive from the words of the other two categories.

We also notice that a small number of words are

prone to be wrongly classified. For example, “run-

ning” is one of such words. It always co-occurs with

word “fast” or “slow” in the same clause. These opi-

nion words also always co-occur with the opinion tar-

get words from the logistics category, such as “Logistics

fast” or “Express very slow”. That is why “running” is

wrongly clustered using matrix M
O.

We also notice that “running” always co-occurs with

the opinion target word “speed”. Similarly, “speed” of-

ten co-occurs with the opinion target words from the lo-

gistics category, which leads to the fact that “running”

is easily confused with the words from the logistics cate-

gory. That is why “running” is wrongly clustered using

matrix M
B.

The above two reasons together explain why “run-

ning” also cannot be correctly grouped using matrices

M
T or M

X . Content words include opinion words,

opinion target words and some other words, and mean-

while opinion words and opinion target words may con-

stitute the context of “running”. This example shows

that there is a small portion of words that cannot

be correctly classified using distributional similarity.
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Methods which consider word semantics may solve this

problem.

4.2.3 Results of Hierarchical Clustering

For the hierarchical clustering method, no matter

which matrix we use or which linkage criterion we uti-

lize, the clustering results are far from satisfactory.

Among all the linkage criteria, the algorithm using

complete-linkage outperforms that using the other two

criteria. However, the opinion target words from dif-

ferent categories are mixed together in the same clus-

ter. There is no reasonable explanation for the whole

clustering results. Therefore, we consider that the hie-

rarchical clustering method is not suitable for coarse-

grained opinion target words clustering under this sce-

nario.

4.2.4 Sensitivity of Centroids Selection

From the above results, we can tell that heuristic k-

means clustering outperforms standard k-means clus-

tering and hierarchical clustering. Therefore, in this

subsection, we focus on heuristic k-means clustering

and discuss how centroids selection impacts clustering

accuracy.

For all 7 056 combinations of centroids selection as

introduced in Subsection 4.2.1, we sort their cluster-

ing accuracy in descending order for the four matrices:

M
B, MO, MT , and M

X . Fig.1 shows the result.
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Fig.1. Sensitivity of centroids selection.

From the above figure, we can tell that M
B is the

least sensitive among the four matrices when select-

ing centroids for clustering. In other words, as long

as an expert selects three typical centroids according

to his/her domain knowledge, it is very likely to pro-

duce a good clustering result. According to statistics,

48 groups of centroids combinations achieve the high-

est accuracy (97.65%) and 646 groups of combinations

obtain the second highest accuracy (96.47%). The ac-

curacy curve of matrix M
B declines very slowly except

for the last dozens of centroids combinations.

On the contrary, the accuracy curves of matrices

M
X and M

O decline much faster, which means if you

cannot choose the right centroids, the clustering accu-

racy will be very low. The method using matrix M
T is

more sensitive than the one using matrix M
B . Over-

all, matrix M
B is more suitable and stable for coarse-

grained opinion targets clustering. In addition, it is

easy for domain experts to select centroids.

4.2.5 Matrix Size

As mentioned previously, MB has only 85 rows and

85 columns, MO has 85 rows and 1 156 columns, MT

has 85 rows and 1 689 columns, and M
X has 85 rows

and 1 105 columns. Although M
O, MT and M

X con-

tain much more information than M
B, their perfor-

mances are worse than that of using M
B . Therefore,

in this subsection, we discuss whether matrix size has

any impact on clustering accuracy.

ForMO, MT , andM
X , we reduce their column di-

mension to 85 and obtain three 85× 85 matrices. The

original rows of the three matrices remain the same

while their columns are composed of the top 85 high

frequency opinion words, content words, and context

words in corpus S, respectively. The three small-size

matrices are denoted as M
O-85, MT -85, and M

X-85.

We conduct the same experiment as illustrated in Sub-

section 4.2.1 by enumerating all the 7 056 combina-

tions of centroids selection and compare the results with

those obtained using the large matrices.

From Fig.2, we are surprised to find that for ma-

trixesMT andM
X , the average accuracy of the heuris-

tic k-means method using the small-size matrix outper-

forms the same method using the large-size matrix.
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From Fig.3, we can see that for matrixes M
T and

M
X , using a large-size matrix achieves a better result

than using a small-size matrix. However, there are no

significant differences in the highest accuracies of both

size matrices. For matrix M
O, the highest accuracy

is the same for the large-size matrix and the small-size

matrix. In this experiment, the size of the big matrix is

more than ten times larger than that of the small ma-

trix; however, larger storage has limited impact on the

overall performance. Therefore, we think that there is

no need to build a very large co-occurrence matrix for

opinion targets clustering, because the marginal bene-

fits are limited.
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5 Conclusions

In this article, we aimed to cluster opinion target

words based on distributional similarity in the review

text. We utilized three clustering methods: standard k-

means clustering, heuristic k-means clustering, and hie-

rarchical clustering. We also introduced four different

types of co-occurrence matrices: opinion target words

co-occurrence matrix M
B, opinion target words and

opinion words co-occurrence matrix M
O, opinion tar-

get words and content words co-occurrence matrixM
T ,

opinion target words and context words co-occurrence

matrix M
X . Then we conducted a thorough experi-

mental study on the performance of different meth-

ods and various matrices using real review data from

Taobao.com. We evaluated their clustering accuracy,

sensitivity of centroids selection, and the impact of co-

occurrence matrix size.

According to our experimental results, we found

that using opinion target words co-occurrence matrix

achieves the best clustering result with lower time com-

plexity and less memory space. The accuracy is sta-

ble when choosing different combinations of centroids.

We also found that using small-size matrices achieves

higher average clustering accuracy than using large-

size matrices. Our findings provide a time-efficient and

space-efficient way to cluster opinion targets with high

accuracy.

We also noticed that few opinion target words can-

not be correctly classified using co-occurrence matrices.

In the future, we will try to integrate some knowledge

or semantics into the distributional similarity method

and further improve the clustering accuracy.
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